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The sed command

sed is a stream editor. It is quite powerful, and most often used for doing complex
substitutions. Next are some classical examples. Let’s start with

>sed ’s/john/John/g’ filename

s tells sed that it should perform a substitution, while the last g indicates that the
substitution must be performed globally; the above command will replace john with
John everywhere in the file filename. The output is seen on display; if you would like
the output to be filename, first save the result of sed in a new file, and then copy that
file back to filename:

>sed ’s/john/John/g’ filename > filename.new

>cp filename.new filename

Doing

>sed ’s/john/John/g’ filename > filename

will leave the file blank; why?

sed treats everything in between the first pair of slashes as a regular expression. For
example, to replace every occurrence in filename of the word Thu at the beginning of
a line with the full word Thursday, you can use

>sed ’s/^Thu /Thursday/’ filename

What are the following two commands doing?

>sed ’s/$/EOL/’ filename

>sed ’s/[A-Z]*/ /g’ filename
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The first command is adding EOF at the end of every line in filename, and the second
one will remove all words entirely written with capital letters, and replace them with
a space sign. sed treats everything in between the second pair of slashes as a string,
including spaces; this means that you can for example replace one word in a file with a
sequence of words:

>sed ’s/john/John I/g’ filename

If you want to do multiple substitutions, use the option -e:

>sed -e ’s/john/John I/g’ -e ’s/marry/Marry I/g’ filename

Do not forget to escape the /:

>sed ’s/\/usr\/bin/\/bin/g’ filename

Matching is done in a greedy and eager fashion; this means that the stream editor will
match to a given regular expression the longest string and as soon as possible. The best
way to understand this is by loooking at some examples:

>echo filename1

a b col d e f lapse h i j k lapse m n

>sed ’s/col.*lapse/collapse/g’ filename1

a b collapse m n

>echo filename2

a b c col d e f col g h i lapse

>sed ’s/col.*lapse/collapse/g’ filename2

a b c collapse

With sed you can also save strings that match a certain regular expression. The
classical example is:

>sed ’s/^\([A-Z][A-Za-z]*\), \([A-Z][A-Za-z]*\)/\2 \1/’ filename

Let’s analyze what happens. The editor is passed an expression of the form e1, e2,
with e1=e2=[A-Z][A-Za-z]*; placing an expression inside ( ) tells the editor to save
whatever string matches the expression (and since ( and ) are special characters, you
have to escape them); you can access these saved string as \1, \2. The expression [A-
Z][A-Za-z]* is matched by any word starting with a capital letter. Since no g option is
used, sed will search filename line by line, and the first time it finds two words starting
with capital letter and separated by a comma, it will swap them. Such a command
makes sense for example if filename is a database file containing entries of the form
Firstname, Lastname.

If you like to perform the substitution on only specific lines of the file, you can either
specify the number of these lines, or characterize them with a regular expression:

>sed ’1,20s/john/John/g’ filename

>sed ’/^Aug/s/Mon /Monday /g’ filename
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Conditionals and tests

Each command (as well as script) that is invoked returns an exit code to the shell upon
termination. This code is some natural number from 0 to 255. We will cover exit codes
in more detail in the next lecture; for the moment, we only need to know that 0 stands
for successful termination, and all the other 255 values indicate different types of errors.
If you want to look at the error code, the variable $? contains the exit code of the last
command (script) invoked.

Many times in your scripts you would like to perform some kind of test, and perform
(possibly different) actions based on the outcome of the test. You can do this using an
if statement (also called conditional):

if cmd

then

cmd1

cmd2

...

else

cmd1’

...

fi

The meaning of the above statement is as follows: first execute the command cmd; if it
succeeds, i.e. the exit code is 0, then execute the commands cmd1, cmd2, etc in the
order specified; if the command fails, i.e. the exit code is larger than 0, then execute the
commands cmd1’, cmd2’ etc. If you only want to execute some command if cmd is
successful, then you can omit the else brach:

if cmd

then

cmd1

cmd2

...

fi

You can also nest if statements inside other if statements, and for simplicity, use the
following short form:

if cmd

then

cmd1

elif cmd’

then
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cmd1’

else

cmd2’

else

cmd2

fi

For example, suppose you have a database file with entries Firstname, Lastname.
Since no duplicates are allowed in the database, whenever you want to add an entry, you
must first make sure that entry is not already in the database. Here is what you can do:

#!/bin/bash/

#Script ifex.sh

if cat mydb.txt | grep ’John, Smith’

then

echo "John, Smith already in the database"

else

echo "John, Smith" >> mydb.txt

fi

Even though you can use any command as a test, there are a set of special commands
of the form [ testexp ] that perform the test indicated by testexp. It is important
to remember that the variable substitution is done in testexp, but no matching is per-
formed. We mention here some of the built-in test expressions most often used. You can
test whether or not two numbers n1 and n2 are in a certain relation:

• n1 -eq n2 tests if n1 = n2

• n1 -ne n2 tests if n1 6= n2

• n1 -lt n2 tests if n1 < n2

• n1 -le n2 tests if n1 ≤ n2

• n1 -gt n2 tests if n1 > n2

• n1 -ge n2 tests if n1 ≥ n2

If either of n1 and n2 is not a number, the test fails. As an example, the next short
scripts gives information about how frequent the names Mary and John are relative to
each other:

#!/bin/bash/

set i ‘cat mydb.txt | grep ’Mary’ | wc -l‘

set j ‘cat mydb.txt | grep ’John’ | wc -l‘
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if [ $i -lt $j ]

then

echo "John more frequent"

elif [ $i -eq $j ]

then

echo "Equally frequent"

else

echo "Mary more frequent"

fi

To perform tests on strings, you can use the following string expressions:

• s1 == s2 succeeds exactly when s1 and s2 are identical

• s1 != s2 succeed exactly when s1 and s2 are different

• s1 succeeds if s1 is not the null string.

We will see in more detail in the next section how to use these tests. Before then, keep
in mind that you need to leave spaces as above; a test s1==s2 will fail because it is
not properly written. Also, if for example x is a variable storing a null string, you would
expect the test [ $x != Mary ] to fail; however, shell expansion is in place, so $x is
expanded to the null string and the test command becomes [ != Mary ], which will fail.
To make sure no such errors appear, place your variables inside double quotes: [ ”$x”
!= Mary ], so that, after shell expansion, you end up with [ ”” != Mary ], which this
time succeeds.

If path is a string indicating a path, you can test whether the path is valid or not, the
type of file it represents, and which types of permissions are associated to it:

• -e path tests if path exists

• -f path tests if path is a file, -d path tests if path is a directory

• -r path tests if you have permission to read the file; to test whether you have write
or execute permission on path, use the tests -w path and -x path.

You can combine tests. For example, if testexp1 and testexp2 are two test expressions,
to execute command cmd when both are true use

if [ testexp1 -a testexp2 ]

then

cmd

fi

a stands for and; similarly, testexp1 -o testexp2 succeeds if testexp1 or testexp2
succeeds, and ! testexp1 succeeds only if testexp fails.
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Notes on debugging

To debug your code, invoke the script with the -x option. You will then see all the
commands successfully executed, and which command leads to an error.

> bash -x ifex.sh

+ cat mydb.txt

+ grep ’John, Smith’

John, Smith

John, Smith

+ echo ’John, Smith already in the database’

John, Smith already in the database

Use redirection if you want to save the messages from the debugger in a file; for example,
use

>bash -x ifex.sh 2> myerr.txt

With larger scripts, it is better to debug the script piece by piece; to do so, add set -x
on a line before the code you want to debug, and set +x on a line after the code you
want to debug. If you like to see the code lines as well, use the -v (from verbose) option.
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